Entrust nShield hardware security module rapid setup and deploy

Mitigate your deployment risks and accelerate operational delivery with Entrust nShield HSM rapid setup and deploy

HIGHLIGHTS
• Accelerate your hardware security module (HSM) deployment
• Mitigate risk associated with implementing new hardware and software into existing environments
• Receive a detailed report of your device implementation
• Maximize confidence in your investment

Your business strategies determine how effectively you perform in the marketplace. You know your business, Entrust professional services (PS) knows Entrust products. Any large investment in a new product introduces a new learning gradient for your employees, often demanding a significant investment in time for key members of your workforce. Entrust PS understands the potential impact on your commercial effectiveness and will work with you to accelerate your deployment with increased confidence, maximizing the potential of our products.

Driving your deployment, maximizing your investment

Entrust PS consultants offer sound practical advice on the most effective way to implement and deploy Entrust encryption technology. Whatever your encryption requirements are, our consultants will be with you throughout the deployment process, offering advice and transferring our knowledge and experience to your staff. Entrust PS works closely with your staff to maximize alignment of your investment with industry best practice, delivering peace of mind and a faster, more effective deployment.

Confidence through excellence

With extensive experience in deploying encryption solutions across the enterprise, Entrust PS offers a scalable resource that works with you, for you, providing:

• Preliminary discussion to assess your exact requirements
• Full or assisted deployment – let an Entrust PS consultant do all the work or give your engineers the opportunity to deploy with a consultant on hand throughout the project
• Knowledge transfer – gives your engineers the opportunity to ask questions throughout the deployment
• Pre-deployment checklist – allows your business to be fully prepared for the deployment process
• Post-deployment report – details the deployment outcome and associated HSM and Security World configuration choices

Encryption expertise
Entrust PS leverages its unmatched expertise to drive successful projects. Our team is lead by system architects and senior consultants. All of our consultants have a deep understanding of Entrust solutions and best practices for encryption and key management.

Trusted supplier
Entrust PS leverages more than 40 years of experience in the data security business. Entrust PS offers a trusted and personal approach to deploying your solution in test, pre-production, live and disaster recovery environments. Our deployment specialists allow the process of deployment to be fully audited and documented.

Global experience
From data encryption to key management to digital signatures, Entrust PS has deployed global security solutions across a broad variety of industries and technology environments. Entrust PS is experienced in meeting the demands of the most security-conscious customers.

Related Services
Entrust PS provides a full range of services for general purpose nShield® HSMs including: deployment review, health check, audit and fully certificated training, designed to maximize your ROI by optimizing your encryption and key management deployments.

Deployment overview
Entrust professional services’ dedicated team of consultants ensure that your solution is deployed as efficiently and effectively.

Service deliverables
Qualified Entrust PS consultants work directly with your services team to deliver:

Analysis and consultation
• Pre-deployment consultation
• Qualify strategy for HSM and Security World configuration

Knowledge transfer
• Create an educational environment allowing your engineers to learn through hands-on and observational experience

Deployment
• Establish environment integrity
• Install and configure hardware security devices
• Install and configure software packages
• Establish a working Security World aligned to your requirements
• Provide a detailed post-deployment report with suggested actions and expected benefits

Learn more
To find out more about Entrust nShield HSMs visit entrust.com/HSM. To learn more about Entrust’s digital security solutions for identities, access, communications and data visit entrust.com